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Abstract

A recent UN report predicts that by 2050 plastic waste in the oceans will 

outweigh fish, and in some areas of the ocean (the Northern Pacific Gyre) plastic 

currently outweighs plankton. Overtime, this plastic waste breaks down via 

wave action and exposure to ultraviolet radiation into smaller particles known as 

microplastic (MP) (<5mm). Ingestion of MP by marine invertebrates from a 

variety of taxa is now well documented. The effects of MP ingestion vary 

depending on organism, size of particle, and type of particle consumed. 

Assessing how the ingestion of MP affects marine invertebrates, specifically 

zooplankton, that occupy an important trophic link in marine food chains, is 

essential to understanding ecological impacts of this emerging pollutant. The 

objectives of this study were to: examine the relationship between varying 

algal/MP ratios and feeding rate in Artemia salina, a model marine suspension 

feeder, and to observe the digestive tract of A. salina that ingested MP. This was 

accomplished by feeding A. salina with suspensions of algae and MP in various 

ratios (algae: microplastic @1:0, @3:1, @1:1, or @1:3) maintaining a constant 

particle concentration of 3,500 cells per ml.  Feeding rate was assessed by 

comparing t=0 counts to t=60min. Subsequent to feeding experiments, A. salina

were examined using confocal microscopy at the Advanced Imaging Facility 

CUNY, College of Staten Island. Although not statistically significant, results 

suggest that Artemia exhibit a reduced feeding rate when presented with higher 

MP concentrations.  For instance, feeding rate for A. salina exposed to algae/MP 

@ 1:3 was ~2.5 lower (1 10^5 cells/hr) than that of A. salina exposed to 

algae/MP @3:1 (2.5 10^5 cells/hr). This could be indicative of a high cost/low 

reward for processing MP which have little nutritional value.  Imaging of A. 

salina, subsequent to feeding exposure revealed that gut processing (i.e., 

throughput) of MP by A. salina is not straightforward; some particles remain in 

the gut much longer than others.  The consequences on energetics and 

physiology associated with processing of MP particles will be examined further.

Introduction

Ingestion of microplastic by marine invertebrates from a variety of taxa is now 

well documented (Cole et al. 2013, Van Cauwenberghe et al. 2015b). Cole et al. 

(2013) examined 15 zooplankton taxa to determine if they are capable of 

consuming microplastic. Of the plankton examined, 13 consumed microplastic 

in the 1.7-30.6 µm size range. The effects of microplastic ingestion vary 

depending on organism, size of particle, and type of particle consumed (Cole et 

al. 2013). 

Even though this emergent contaminant is ubiquitous in aquatic systems 

(Rochman 2018), comparatively little is known about its interactions with, and 

impacts on ecosystems. Ingestion of microplastic by marine invertebrates could 

potentially alter feeding rate, digestion, and assimilation efficiency of nutrients 

(Bergami et al. 2016, Cole et al. 2014). Assessing how the ingestion of 

microplastic affects marine invertebrates, specifically zooplankton, is important 

in understanding how microplastics influence a foundational trophic level in 

marine food webs and how those changes may have population and /or 

community wide effects.

Figure 1: Artemia salina male (bottom left) and gravid female (top right).
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Results & Discussion Continued

Phase II: Confocal Microscopy of A. salina to Assess Gut Residence Time

A total of 240 A. salina were used in the experimental treatments (60 per 

treatment x 4 treatments). On average, it takes ~1.5 hours to obtain a clear 

image of algae and/or microplastic in the gut of the A. salina , therefore only 

a small sample (one individual from each subset) of A. salina were used to 

obtain images. A. salina from treatments 3 (1:1) and 4 (1:3) at T5, T30, and 

T60 were examined and images were obtained (Figure 5 A and B 

respectively). The images show the varying positions of microplastic 

particles in the A. salina gut, embedded in the fecal matrix. Images of A. 

salina from T5 have not been included because no microplastic or algae 

could be seen in their gut. A. salina from T30 and T60 appeared to have no 

discernable pattern in the location of the microplastic particles in the gut 

within or across time points and/or treatments. Due to the small sample size 

of A. salina that were examined using the confocal microscope, gut 

residence time of algae and/or microplastic could not be obtained from these 

images. However, these images reveal that processing of MP is not 

straightforward and that particles remain in the gut longer than expected. 

Retention of MP in the gut could potentially impact A. salina energetics and 

processing of food particles.

Table 1: Ratios of algal cell counts versus microplastic particles 

(Algae:Microplastic) in each experimental treatment at a salinity of 30‰. 

Expected total particle concentration in each treatment is 3,500 particles /mL.

Results & Discussion

Phase I: A. salina Feeding Rate at Varying Algal: Microplastic Ratios

All particle concentrations across treatments over the 60-minute feeding period 

decreased (Figure 3). From these particle counts the feeding rate of A. salina at 

varying algal and microplastic ratios were obtained (Figure 4). A one-way 

ANOVA was performed to determine if there was any effect of each treatment. 

Treatments did not significantly differ from one another (p=0.1). Although 

treatments did not significantly differ, feeding rate of A. salina in treatment 4 

(algae/MP 1:3) was ~2.5 lower (1 10^5 cells/hr) than that of A. salina in 

treatment 2 (algae/MP 3:1, 2.5 10^5 cells/hr). This could suggest that feeding 

rate increases as a result high cost/low reward for processing MP which have 

little nutritional value

Figure 3: Average particle (microplastic and algae) count over for each treatment 

at the beginning and end of the one hour feeding period.
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Objectives

The objectives of this work were to 1) assess feeding rate of A. salina at 

30‰, and 4 treatments where the ratio of microplastic particles to algae 

vary (Table1) and 2) track microplastic particles in the gut of A. salina

over time using confocal microscopy.  In order to assess these objectives 

the project was broken down into the following phases:

Phase I: A. salina Feeding Rate at Varying Algal: Microplastic Ratios

Phase II: Confocal Microscopy to Assess Gut Residence Time

Methods

Phase I: Feeding Rate at Varying Algal:Microplastic Ratios

In order to assess feeding rate of A. salina (Figure 1), four treatments 

(three replicates per treatment) of varying algal:microplastic particle 

ratios were prepared (Table 1). Prior to experimentation (24h) A. salina

taken from culture tanks in the laboratory were placed in 1000mL of 

30‰ unfiltered seawater (Instant Ocean®) to depurate their gut 

contents. Subsequent to the 24h depuration period A. salina were 

transferred into three 1000mL beakers filled with 500mL of filtered 

seawater (30‰, Instant Ocean®). This was repeated for each treatment. 

A. salina were then fed algae for 1h before being transferred into another 

beaker to feed on algae dyed with Eosin (Figure 2a) for 10 minutes. 

Eosin dye fluoresces under the confocal microscope and will allow for 

the algae to be seen in the gut of the A. salina . After the 10-minute 

feeding period A. salina were transferred into 500mL of filtered 

seawater and one of four particle ratios were added (Treatment 1: algae: 

microplastic ratio 1:0, Treatment 2: 3:1, Treatment 3: 1:1, Treatment 4: 

1:3). Fluorescent Yellow Particles 5-7.9um (SPHERO™, Spherotech

Lake Forest, Illinois) were used in the algal:microplastic particle 

treatments. A. salina were allowed to feed for 1h. During this 1h feeding 

period 5 A. salina were removed every 5 minutes (Figure 2b). A. salina

were later assessed under the confocal microscope for microplastic 

particles and/or algae (Figure 5). 
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Figure 2: A) Stephen Biazo rinses eosin dyed algae for use in 

experiments. B) Corey Zhong (left) and Stephen Biazo (right) count A. 

salina for use in experiments. 

Phase II: Confocal Microscopy of A. salina to Assess Gut Residence 

Time

A. salina from treatments 3 (1:1) and 4 (1:3) at T5 T30 and T60 were 

examined using the confocal imaging microscope in the Advanced 

Imaging Facility (CUNY CSI, Bldg. 6S). Images of the microplastic 

particles and algae in the gut of A. salina (Figure 5) were used to 

determine the position of MP in the gut at these treatments and 

timepoints. 

Figure 4: Artemia salina feeding rate over a one hour feeding period. A one-way 

ANOVA shows treatments do not significantly differ (p = 0.1), however, the 

treatment with the highest ratio of MP did show the lowest feeding rate.

Figure 5: Top (A) and center (B) section of A. salina gut showing 

microplastic particles (yellow) intermingled with algae (red/orange) from 

treatment 4 (1:3) sampled at T60 minutes. No particles were present in the 

lower portion of the gut.
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